Customized E-Discovery Services:
Delivering Results, Not Surprises

Y

our legal team deserves an electronic-discovery
partner that is rigorous in its work, responsive
to your needs, and predictable in its pricing.
Global Colleague can deliver all this and more.
Our proven track record is your assurance of
responsive, rigorous, and personal service that
allows litigators to plan better case strategy,
and, most critically, deter reputation-damaging
sanctions. And our services fees are cost-effective
and predictable. We don’t believe in churning
projects to justify unnecessary fees. We deliver
results, not surprises.
Global Colleague has pioneered a blended resource
model that combines highly qualified legal
professionals from around the globe with advanced
technology and proven processes. We bring varying
levels of expertise, multiple language capabilities,
and the ability to match just the right resource with
the unique needs of each particular client.
This consultative approach means we can work
efficiently and appropriately, making sure every
client receives the best possible service at the most
reasonable rate possible.

And Global Colleague uses the latest in project
management and collaboration technologies to
ensure that you always are informed about your
project’s status. From collection to processing
to review, we customize our reporting and
communication processes to meet the requirements
of each project.

Experience you can count on
Global Colleague project managers and managing
directors have handled many of largest discovery
and review projects undertaken anywhere in the
past decade in the fields of antitrust litigation and
clearance, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act,
employment, intellectual property, and insurance
litigation.
Whether part of our overall managed services or a
stand-alone project, Global Colleague partners to
provide e-discovery services that meet the unique
requirements of every client. We take pride in our
ability to customize our e-discovery services to meet
every client’s timeframe and budget expectations.

Customized E-Discovery Services from Global Colleague: How We’re Different

R igorous

Our experienced
professionals deliver what
litigators need to make
effective decisions and
avoid unnecessary costs.
We have proven experience
that you can count on.

R esponsive

We carefully match the
appropriate resource to
each particular aspect of
our work. Clients receive
exactly what they need,
when they need it.

P redictable

Our pricing is fair and
predictable. We deliver
results, not surprises
in the form of an
unexpected invoice based
on unnecessary project
inflation.
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